-Background We analyze the dynamics of rodent EEG amplitude in an experiment accompanied by video recordings. Brain activity of animals is commonly acquired together with a video of behavior, but recordings are rarely combined in analysis. The data acquired is most commonly analyzed separately. To our knowledge, no study has used behavior to improve the analysis of EEG waveforms, specifically for artifact removal -other than through manual editing.
rejection. EEG artifacts are mostly present when the animals are in motion. It would be beneficial for the analysis to 23 focus on EEG recorded in a common state, preferably when the animals were at rest. This proved difficult, especially 24 in the case of the Spontaneously Hypertensive Rat (SHR) strain of animals [7] . This strain was almost always restless 25 in many of our recordings and often presented very few intervals of clean EEG. The problem was further augmented 26 by the fact that we intended to study the dynamics of EEG properties, which requires averaging of temporally aligned 27 recordings. We here first report the results of a common "Artifact Rejection" approach to analysis, which consists of 28 artifact screening and removal and averaging of EEG spectral band amplitudes. The results show EEG band averages 29 in animals in many different behavioral states. To address this issue we devised a method which allows analysis of 30 data by "Activity Weighting". This method obtains averages for a chosen behavioral state.
31
The proposed "Activity Weighting" approach has two novel elements. First we show a straightforward method 32 for the extraction of activity from the video of the animal in its cage. This process results in time series which can be 33 aligned with the EEG time series, so that information about activity from the video can be combined with the EEG 34 channels. Inclusion of the video channel in the analysis also allows us to align the EEG recording to the event of drug injection. Then, we show how such an activity measure can be used to weight data from different animals in order to 36 evaluate statistical moments or distances between distributions. The activity-weighted EEG processing method leads
37
to results similar to those obtained by the "Artifact rejection" method, but the results are obtained without manual 38 selection/rejection of data by an expert.
39
In the explanation of our method, we first introduce the experiment and the data. 
Experimental Design

42
Our experiment was aimed at the exploration of the dynamics of the effect of MPH and ATX in animal models, the 43 pharmaceuticals most commonly used in ADHD research. The protocol is graphically summarized in Figure 1 . Three energy". Formally we define this as the standard deviation of pixel differences between subsequent video frames.
60
Further details of the computation are given in the Methods section.
61
Motion energy is a measure summarizing global changes between video frames. In the experiment described, we 62 take advantage of the fact the only source of motion in the cage video is the experimental animal. In this case, high 63 levels of motion energy are associated with whole body motion, while low levels are associated with local motion
64
(grooming behavior). We show an example of a motion energy signal in Figure 2 . Rest activity, highlighted in green in Figure 2 A, C and D, is manifested by the minimal level of motion energy in any particular video. This minimal 66 pedestal level is similar for all of our recordings thanks to the consistency in the camera setup. We adopted two 67 thresholds for grouping EEG segments as visualized in Figure 2 B. In our later analysis, we label segments of video as
68
"Rest" and "Activity" based on thresholds derived from motion energy probability density estimates (see histograms 
73
Such activity includes the animal walking, turning round or any other whole body position changes.
74
The "Rest" and "Activity" thresholds are visualized in Figure 2 . The region of values considered as "Rest" 
87
Panel C in Figure 2 shows an alternative activity measure which can be derived from EEG. aligned data. Analysis of spectra revealed the expected variability of power distribution when animals were at rest 98 and when they were active. We focused on the rest segments, as they contain EEG clean of artifacts.
99
We aligned recordings based on the event of injection recorded on video. A custom tool was developed to au- 
106
We show an overview of aligned activity during one day of experiment in we obtain more than 3 examples of "Rest" EEG.
119
We settled on averaging data within 15 s non-overlapping segments of EEG. Segmentation into shorter intervals 120 would improve the chance of getting more segments of stable behavior, but these gains would likely be counteracted 121 by another type of error due to uncertainty in the temporal correspondence of individual recordings. As mentioned,
122
we aligned individual recordings with the physical act of medication injection, as observed on the video. This act took 123 at most 10s.
124
Our solution for averaging of EEG addressed two major issues: the low number of clean continuous EEG seg- 
Analysis of Spectral Amplitude
129
The results show a comparison of EEG amplitude analysis by two approaches. In both approaches, we analyzed Transform (STFT), as described in Section 3. In both approaches, the EEG data was analyzed only for electrodes 132 with consistent quality throughout the recording session. We removed from the analysis a number of channels based 133 on visual inspection of spectrogram and raw EEG data, and based on statistical criteria for the rejection of outliers.
134
We excluded electrodes with sudden drops of potential over extended periods of time during the recording, which 135 occurred due to the animal's activity. We computed the mean EEG amplitude frequency bands commonly used in The first of the two approaches, referred to as the "Artifact Rejection" method, is common and standard in EEG 138 analysis. We compute averages of EEG band power in 15 s segments, disregarding the behavioral state of the animals.
139
All the EEG is temporally aligned and averaged between animals in 15 s windows.
140
In the second and novel approach, referred to as the "Activity Weighting" method, we also average the EEG band 141 powers in 15 s intervals. The main difference from "Artifact Rejection" is that the instantaneous EEG band power 
where A i (t) stands for the vector of the EEG band amplitude of animal i at time t. Three such averages are we first compute the weighted average time series of multiple animals. Then we calculate the regular arithmetic mean.
155
This "Activity Weighting" method also allows us to control which data is worth averaging. As shown in Figure 3 , estimates from 95% of our data (only 5% of segments are excluded from weighted averages). 
Computation of EEG Spectral Amplitudes
193
The amplitudes of the EEG signal for our analyses were computed using STFT by means of the MATLAB "spec- 
Motion Energy
211
The results of analysis by the "Activity Weighting" approach are processed, taking into consideration the levels of 212 the animal's activity. The measure of animal activity we apply in our analysis is the video motion energy (ME). We 213 define video motion energy here as a measure of activity which expresses the total degree of change in the camera's 214 field of view. The measure used in this study was the standard deviation of inter-frame difference d i of vectorized 215 frames X i , where i is the frame number. 
Results
242
The aim of the analysis presented here was to gain an understanding of the dynamic effect of medication on 243 experimental animals. The course of the within-day EEG band amplitudes was analyzed over the whole frequency 244 range of the EEG. Here, however, we report only the results for three selected bands. We refer to these bands by the 245 nomenclature used in the analysis of human EEG: the Theta (4-8 Hz), Alpha (8-12 Hz) and Beta (13-20 Hz) bands 246 [10] . We selected these three bands because they show the greatest amount of change in dynamics and they are the 247 most relevant to ADHD-related analysis.
248
As stated in Section 2, we wanted to improve our analysis by extracting EEG activity of specific behavioral states.
249
Rest was the most interesting state, based on the assumption that the cleanest and most statistically consistent EEG is The same type of affinity analysis as we show on averages of within-day activity can be performed on whole day 276 averages. In the right columns of Figure 4 , we show whole day averages (the 45-minute segment after injection). We for averaging is highlighted by purple enclosure. The weights used in computing the middle column represent the 285 probability of "Rest".
286
In the left half of Figure 5 , we visualize the distribution of amplitudes by the mean (the line) and standard devia- Differences between distributions can be numerically evaluated, and we visualize such an evaluation in the two 303 righthand columns of Figure 5 . We used the Bhattacharyya distance to show the amount of overlap between distribu-304 tions. This distance measure evaluates the overlap of two distributions as −log( x∈X p(x)q(x)), where p(x) and q(x) 305 are probability density functions of samples. We used the Gaussian kernel density estimation with the bandwidth 306 parameters calculated using Scott's rule n −0.2 [11] with n = 180 the number of data points. In Figure 5 , we visualize was analyzed in multiple ways, which will be published in a number of independent reports. The rising trends in 349 amplitudes during each day of the experiment shown in Figure 4 were disregarded in this report by averaging the data.
350
We analyze their slopes separately, and report the results and possibly more interesting facts about the experiment in A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t is also time-consuming. Development of an objective method which can be described by an algorithm and a set of 369 parameters will address all the above problems. Automated treatment will also allow processing of datasets much 370 larger than those described here, making the processing consistent, and reproducible.
371
As a closing note, while behavioral analysis would benefit from greater investment in equipment, controlled 372 cage and environmental setup and commercial software, the purpose of our paper is to show that some benefits of 373 behavior quantification can be obtained without sizeable investments. More importantly, analysis can be performed 'a 374 posteriori' on experiments which, for whatever reason, have video recording, but its use for analysis was not planned.
375
Indeed, it seems to be a common practice, in large-scale animal studies, to record video for the sake of keeping a record 376 of the experiment. However, most often the video data is not looked at and not investigated in detail for quantitative 377 content. Indeed, our primary concern, and the motivation to propose the solution suggested in the paper, is that there 
